Bioinformatic approaches to dynein heavy chain classification.
Multiple dynein heavy chain (DHC) genes are found in the genomes of organisms with motile cilia and flagella. Phylogenetic analyses classify these into several groups, each of which may be associated with a specific function. The Chlamydomonas genome contains 16 DHC genes, of which 15 genes have been correlated with particular DHC proteins. The functional properties of Chlamydomonas DHCs have been extensively studied by biochemical and genetic methods. Therefore, the phylogenetic classification of Chlamydomonas DHC genes can serve as the standard for DHC gene classification in other organisms. Here, I classify Chlamydomonas DHC genes by phylogenetic analysis and then show how to use this information to classify dyneins from other species that lack biochemical and genetic characterization. As an example, I classify the 16 human DHC genes into functional groups using the Chlamydomonas genes as references. Many of the human DHC genes have a closely related counterpart in Chlamydomonas, suggesting that the human genes will have functional properties similar to what has been described in Chlamydomonas.